
Existing Water Supply

FIRE POINT
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FIRE POINT
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Aproximate route of

Electric Supply

Soakaway system for
treatment plant with
final outfall to ditch

Proposed new treatment plant
located at least 10m from any
other structure

Screen planting to Treatment Plant

Screen planting
between pods

Existing ditch to take final
treatment plant outfall

Parking for lodges and
Glamping pod users

Existing caravan to be replaced with a
lodge type structure and used as
Wardens Accommodation with existing
parking and turning area retained

Channel drain to entrance
and conveyed to soakaway

Sheffield Style cycle storage
rack on concrete base.

Footpath access to pods and
cabins only - vehicles to be left
in designated parking area

Existing concrete base and
associated drains and pipework
to be removed

Location of Proposed Tree House
- Refer to Squirrel Design inset

Proposed line of new drain to carry
foul waste from pods and lodges to
new treatment plant

Proposed Willow Screen
Planting between pitches

Down

Proposed location of Camping Pod
complete with En-suite facilities

Car Parking facilities
for treehouse and pod

Area designated for
refuse stance

Existing Access to be upgraded and extended as
indicated to allow for a safer entry and exit.
Access to be type B specification unless otherwise
directed by NCC Highways.

1 Bed Log Cabin

1 Bed Log Cabin
Line of proposed new foul drain to be taken
through existing clearing within scrub and
wooded area - Exact location to be determined
on site.

Foundations for pods and cabins are to be
installed using Ground Screws and located to
perimeter and load bearing elements of the
structure - minimal ground disturbance.
Remove vegetation below location of pods and
cabins and provide a geotextile membrane to
prevent weed growth and cover with a gravel
base as chosen.

Additional inspection chamber where
drain length exceeds 45m

All new drains to be 110mm diameter pvc pipe
laid to a min fall of 1:80 and to a min depth to pipe
invert of 450mm below finished ground level.
Pipe to be laid on and surrounded by pea gravel
with a nominal diameter of 20mm. Back fill with
selected As Dug material avoiding any sharp objects
450mm diameter preformed inspection chambers to
be provided at all connections and changes in direction
and additionally where pipe length exceeds 45m

New 450mm diameter inspection chambers
for connection to new pods and cabins

Glamping
pod pitch

Existing hedge boundary to be retained and
all other perimeter post and rail fence boundaries
retained and maintained as existing.
Any hedge within visibilit line for access to be
maintained at a height of 900mm max.

Old Felton

88.7m

Proposed one large cabin to replace
previously approved two small pods
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